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Compulocks VESA Brandable Floor Stand White

Brand : Compulocks Product code: 140W

Product name : VESA Brandable Floor Stand White

Brandable VESA Mount Security Floor Stand - Tiltable display Floor Stand

Compulocks VESA Brandable Floor Stand White:

Brandable VESA Mount Security Floor Stand - Tiltable display Floor Stand

Maclocks Brand-able Floor Stand is an enclosure stand with space allowing you to put a custom message
or branded panel making it a great display solution for stand alone environments.

- Can be set in landscape or portrait mode
- Full tilt screen
- Wire management through base
- Can be bolted to floor
Compulocks VESA Brandable Floor Stand White. Mobile device type: Tablet/UMPC, Type: Passive holder,
Proper use: Indoor, Product colour: White

Design

Type * Passive holder
Mobile device type * Tablet/UMPC
Proper use * Indoor
Material * Steel
Device mount type * Clamp mount
Product colour * White

Multimedia

Built-in speaker(s)

Power

Power source type Not supported

Technical details

Adjustable

Other features

Mounting kit
Mounting type Floor

Suitable for Healthcare / POS / Retail /
Hospitality / Exhibitions
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